






































































































What is the value of 20 19 t 201 19 No calc

20 19 2 10 19 2 190 380

20 191 201 19 419

A model train takes exactly 1min11sec for one

complete circuit of its track How long does it

take For 6 complete circuits

I Min Il see 6 6 min 66 see

7 min 6 see

A barber wants to write SHAVE on a board

behind a client's seat in such a way that a

client looking at the mirror reads the word correctly

Which of the following should the barber write on

the board

Need the letters to be in reverse order 4
and each letter to be reflected

How many different totals can be obtained by
rolling 3 standard dice and adding up the scores














































































































Minimum 1 11 1 3

Maximum 6 6 6 18

So any integer between 3 and 18 inclusive can

be obtained
Now 3 E n E 18

I e n 2 E 16

So there are 16 possible totals

A park has 5 gates In how many ways can

Monica choose a gate to enter the park and

a different gate to leave the park
Choices of entry gate 5

Choices of exit gate 4

Total choices 5 4 20

Pedro is asked to Find 3 Kangaroos whose
weights are all whole numbers of kilograms
and whose total weight is 97kg What is
the largest possible weight of the lightest
of the Kangaroos Pedro could Find














































































































Suppose the weights of the Kangaroos are

M E Mtn E Mtk

where m n k are all non negative integers
We want to maximise m

We have

Mt Mtn t Mtk 97

3m n t k 97

To maximise m we want to minimise n

and k

Now 97 is not a multiple of 3 but 96
is So set n o k l to obtain

3Mt 1 97

3m 96

m 32
So the weight of the lightest kangaroo is

32kg














































































































Two angles are marked on the 3 3 grid of

squares Which of the following statements is

correct

A a p B 2atp 90 C otp Go

D 2Mt a 90 E at 45

Label the square

E D

C

A B

Claim D ABC DAED



































































































AB AE
BC ED
AC AD

congruent by SSS

Corresponding angles in congruent triangles are

equal so LEAD L BAC 9

Hence 2 p go so the answer is B

Inside each unit square a certain part has
been shaded In which square is the total
shaded area the largest

t t t t tz Z z z 2

In each square each triangle has a height of
one unit In squares B C D E the sum of the

bases of the black triangles is one unit since

they cover one side of the unit square

So the shaded area is 42














































































































In square A consider the section with a

rectangle If there was a triangle here instead

the shaded area would be half Since there is

a rectangle more than half of the entire

square is shaded

The total shaded area is largest in square A














































































































On each of three pieces of paper a 5 digit
number is written as shown Three of the digits
are covered The sum of the three numbers is

57263 What are the covered digits

15728
22h04
B 331

Last 3 digits

728 t 331 t A 04 263 mod 1000

So A04 I 796 mod 1000

204 mod 1000

and hence A 2

Last 4 digits

5728 t 2204 t C331 I 7263 mod 10000

So C331 E 669 mod 10000

9331 mod 10000














































































































and hence C 9

Finally the whole sum

139331 57263 15728 22204

19331

So 13 1

Hence the missing digits are

A 2
13 1

C 9

A square has vertices P Q R S labelled

clockwise An equilateral triangle is constructed

with vertices P T R labelled clockwise What is

the size of angle RQT T

P
Q

F

s R














































































































We have LSRQ 900 so LPRQ 450 since

the diagonals of a square bisect its angles

The angles of an equilateral triangle are 60

So LPRT Go and therefore

D 60 45 150

Now LPTR 60 and QT bisects it due
to symmetry so QTR 300

By angle sum of a triangle

LRQT 180 15 30

1350

Alternate method

consider the triangles SPQT and ARQT

side QT common

PO RQ sides of square
PT RT sides of equilateral triangle

So by 555 the triangle are congruent














































































































Since corresponding angles in congruent triangles
are equal we have LP QT LRQT

The angle at a point s 360 so

LPQT t LRQT t 90 360

LRQT 360 90

1350

The numbers a b c d are distinct positive
integers chosen From 1 to 10 inclusive

What is the least possible value

a
t E

b d

could have














































































































We want to maximise the denominators and

minimise the numerators

9 1 b 10 c Z d 9

tot To t Fo 2

9 1 b 9 c 2 D 10

tate Eotako Ho If
The Flag shown is a rectangle with side

lengths in ratio 3 5 The Flag is divided into

Four rectangles with equal area as shown What is

the ratio of the length of the shorter sides of

the white rectangle to the length of its longer
sides

Suppose the white rectangle has short side of length x

Then the whole Flag has short side of length 3x














































































































9

c y 2

Suppose the longer side of the white rectangle has
length y Then the white rectangle's area is Ky
Since all the smaller rectangles have equal area

the area of the whole Flag is 4xy
So the longer side of the Flag has length

4xy 4y
3x 3

But we know the sides of the flag are in

ratio 3 S so

3 S 3k 4,1

and therefore x 1
4,1 5 9 45

Hence the ratio of the short side of the














































































































white rectangle to the long side is

1 II 4 15
4

The triathlon consists of swimming cycling and

running The cycling accounts For three quarters of

the total distance the running for one fifth and

the swimming for 2km What is the total distance

of this triathlon

We have l Z Is Fo Iz Iz
I
20

So swimming accounts for 1 of the total20
distance Let the total distance be se
We have 2 I a

20

x 2 20 40km

The diagram shows a shape made of arcs

of three circles each with radius R
The centres of the circles lie on the same














































































































Straight line and the middle circle passes
through the centres of the other two circles

What is the perimeter of the shape

Since all sides of this triangle have length R

it is equilateral So 0 600

a

In the diagram below the length of the red

section is equal to the sum of the lengths
of the purple sections














































































































artery

org

he
reused

So the perimeter of the shape is equal to

twice the circumference of a circle of radius

R minus the length of the blue section

my
pg
not

We obtain 1200 from the sum of two 600

angles coming From equilateral triangles as

constructed in the First diagram
So blue length Yoyo x 2ITR














































































































ZITR
3

and therefore

perimeter 2 21112 ZITI
3

12ITR R
3

10111
3

The sum of the seven digits of the number

aaabbbb is equal to the two digit number
ab What is the value of atb

we have 3 at 4b loa t b

3b 7A

Since a and b are single non zero digits
we must have a 3 and b 7

So atb 3 7 10

Sixty apples and sixty pears are to be














































































































packed into boxes so that each box contains

the same number of apples and no two

boxes contain the same number of pears

What is the largest possible number of boxes

that can be packed in this way

The number of boxes must be a divisor of

60 since there are equally many apples in

each

If each box has a different number of
pears and the total is 60 then the number

of boxes n must satisfy

Ot tr l E 60

the sum of the n smallest distinct non negative

integers is at most 60

We know that 10 and 12 are Factors
of 60

Ot 9 45 s GO Cio boxes

Ot t 11 66 60 X 12 boxes

So the maximum possible number of boxes














































































































is 10
Each box would then have 6 apples
We have

It 9 15 45 15

GO
So the number of pears in each box
will be l 9 and 15

Hence the answer is 10

The diagram shows a net of an octahedron
When this is folded to Form the octahedron
which of the labelled line segments will
coincide with the line segment labelled x









































































pepehe tfM Wetrot

The red section Forms one half as indicated

A corner of the side marked u will

coincide with a corner of the side marked E

So the whole sides must touch since we

are folding the two pyramids together

Hence the answer is E














































































































A square has two of its vertices on a

semicircle and the other two on the diameter

of the semicircle as shown The radius of the

circle is 1 What is the area of the square

Suppose the square has side length 2n

I
Art
x














































































































Pythagoras x't 2x 1 green triangle

x't Lin I

5 2 I

of I
5

Area of square 2x

4 2

45

The integers From 1 to 99 are written in

ascending order without spaces The sequence of

digits is then grouped into triples of digits

123114561178911101 979 1899
Which of the Following is not one of the
triples

A 222 B 434 C 464 D 777 E 888

Brute Force method














































































































123456789101 I 121314 IS 161718192

021 2223 24 Zs 26 2728 29 30 31 3233

3435363738 394041 4243 44 454647

4849 SO 51 S2 S3 54 SS S6 S7 S8 59 GO

616263646566676869707172737475
76777879 80

So we can't have 777














































































































A network consists of 16 Vertices and 24 edges
that connect them An ant begins at the vertex

labelled start Every minute it walks From one

vertex to a neighbouring Vertex At which of the

vertices labelled By R S T can the ant be

after 2019 minutes

A only P R S B not Q C only Q

D only T E all vertices are possible














































































































After 1 min
can reach

After Lenin
Can reach

After 3 min
can reach














































































































After 4mi
Can reach

After Snin
Can reach

ooo

Red dots can after 2019

only be reached steps can

after an even only reach Q
number of moves

Green dots can

onlybe reached
after an odd
number of moves














































































































Each of the positive integers a b c have 3 digits
and For each of these integers the First digit is

the same as its last digit Also

b 2atl
c 2b t 1

How many possibilities are there for the integer a

b and c must both be odd numbers since 2A 2b

end in an even digit
We have c 2b t I

212A ti t I

Liat 2 t I

4at 3

Since c is a 3 digit number we have

at 3 E 999
Lia E 996

a E
9964

So we must have a E 249
Since a can't start with a O it must start

with either a 1 or 2














































































































So a is of the form 1 1 or 2 2 fo
Xtc 93

Cadel a 1 1 loot 10x t 1

Then c Hat 3

41101 t 10x t 3

404 t 40k t 3

407 t 402C

This number ends with a 7 so must also
start with 7 Hence

700 s 407 t 402C C 800

293 C 40k s 393

7 325 L x 9.825
When x 8 a 181

b 2atl 363
C Hat 3 727 V

when 2 9 a 191
b 2at I 383

Liat 3 767














































































































Casely a 2 2 200 t Ion t 2

Then c 4at3

41202T 10x t 3

808 t 40 3

811 t 402C

This number ends with a 1 but since c is a

three digit number greater than 800 it can't

start with a 1

Hence there are 2 possibilities for a 181 and 191














































































































A positive integer is to be placed on each

vertex of a square For each pair of integers
joined by an edge one should be a multiple
of the other However For each pair of diagonally

opposite integers neither should be a multiple of the

other What is the smallest possible sum of the

Four integers
To obtain the smallest possible sun we want the

four integers to be as small as possible

We can't use 1 anywhere since every other

number is a multiple of it

The next two smallest integers are 2 and 3

we put them diagonally opposite each other since

neither is a multiple of the other
a 3

z b

The other two numbers a and b must be

Multiples of both 2 and 3 and therefore

must be multiples of 6














































































































WLOG Suppose a 6 Then b a multiple of 6

is also a multiple of a which is not

allowed So we cannot use the number 6

We now try the next lowest multiples of 6
a 6 2 12

b 6 3 18

This satisfies the requirements since 18 is

not a multiple of 12 and vice versa

12 3

2 18

Hence the lowest possible sum is

21 3 t 12 t 18 35














































































































Rhona wrote down a list of nine multiples of

ten 10,20 90

She then deleted some of the nine multiples so

that the product of the remaining multiples was a

square number What is the least number of
multiples she could have deleted

The list can be written as

10 1 10 9

The product of all these values is

9 x 109 2 3 4 5 x 6 7 8 9 x 109

3 22 12 3 x 7 23 32 1010 since 2 5 10

26 34 7 1010

2312 132 x 7 x 1051
since there is only one 7 in order to end

up with a square number we must delete the 70

But doing so removes both the 7 and a factor

of 10 so to leave an even number of

copies of 10 in the product we must also

remove the number 10 Hence the smallest
number of multiples she could have deleted is 2














































































































The diagram shows triangle JKL of area S

The point M is the midpoint of KL

The point PQ R lie on the extended lines LJ

MJ KT respectively such that

Jp Zx JL

JQ 3xJM
JR 4 x JK

What is the area of triangle PQR

Since M is the midpoint of KL the area of

AJKM is equal to the area of DJML
both of which are S

By vertically opposite angles
KTM L QTR


































































ol y2x Apw K
to

3W

4g

By the Sine Area Formula

S Tkm x y x w x sin O

sin lol wyd

and so

JQR x 3W x 4g x sinco

Guy Ey

65

Similarly














































































































y

S JML x x x w x sin Q

sincoll I
xw

and so

JPQ z x 2x x 3W x sin O

3xw Ew
35

Also S Jk L scysin lot 0

sin Otto I
say

and so

G PR x 2x x 4g x sin Otto

4xy Ey
85

We have Par Jar t JPQ GPR
65 35 85 s














































































































How many 4 digit numbers have the following property

for each of its digits when this digit is deleted
the resulting 3 digit number is a Factor of the

original number

let the 4 digit integer be ABCD
We have

ABCD 10x ABC t D

But ABC is a factor of ABCD so we

must have 17 0

Also
ABCO 10x ABO 1 CO

And since ABO is a factor of ABCO we

have C O

So the integer has the Form ABOO
We can't have 13 0 since BOO is a Factor
of ABOO
We have

ABOO 10x AOO t BOO

But AOO is a Factor of ABOO so BOO



must be a multiple of A00 and therefore B is

a multiple of A
Now

ABOO A000 t 1300

but BOO is a Factor of A BOO so A 000

Must be a multiple of BOO Hence AO is a

multiple of B




